Halmos asks whether every subnormal Toeplitz operator on H2 is either analytic or normal. It is shown that for a certain class of Toeplitz operators, the subnormality implies either analyticity or normality.
A function is said to be analytic if it is in 772.
For a bounded measurable function cp on the unit circle, the Toeplitz operator T9 is the bounded operator on 772 which consists of multiplication by <p followed by the orthogonal projection P of L2 onto 772: TJ=P(rpf), feH2.
Among Toeplitz operators, we now consider two classes. One is the class of analytic Toeplitz operators, and the other is the class of all those Toeplitz operators which are normal. A Toeplitz operator Tv is said to be analytic if <p is analytic. In this case, Tv turns out simply to be the multiplication operator induced by q> on 772. That is T<pf=qjf,fe H2. The most fundamental analytic Toeplitz operator is the unilateral shift U=Tei defined by the function ex(z)=z. The class of normal Toeplitz operators has been characterized as those of the form Tx+ßw where a and ß are complex numbers and y is a bounded, real-valued, measurable function on the unit circle [2, Corollary to Theorem 9]. This is equivalent to saying that Tv is normal if and only if there is a complex number a with |a| = l such that <p(-n) = a($ («)) for all n^O, where <p(n) denotes the «th Fourier coefficients of <p.
TAKASH1 ITC AND T. K. WONG [July These two classes of Toeplitz operators, the analytic ones and the normal ones, are essentially disjoint except for the scalar multiples of the identity. Every analytic Toeplitz operator is subnormal. (For an analytic Toeplitz operator Tv, the multiplication operator induced by cp on L2 is a natural normal extension of Tv to L2.) Thus the union of these two classes consists of Toeplitz operators which are subnormal. Moreover, among Toeplitz operators, analytic ones and normal ones are the only subnormal Toeplitz operators known to exist. In [3] Halmos posed the following question: Is every subnormal Toeplitz operator either analytic or normal? It is the purpose of this paper to show that for a certain class of cp, a subnormal Toeplitz operator Tv must be either analytic or normal. For instance, if 9? is a polynomial in an inner function1 X and its complex conjugate %, then subnormality of Tv implies either analyticity or normality of Tv. (See Theorem 1.) In Halmos' question, even if the condition of subnormality is strengthened to quasinormality, the answer still seems to be unknown. However, we show that if cp is either almost analytic or almost coanalytic, and Tv is quasinormal, then Ty is either normal or analytic (see Theorem 3 and its corollary).
If the condition of subnormality in Halmos' question is weakened to hyponormality, then the question can be answered in the negative. That is, there exist hyponormal Toeplitz operators which are neither analytic nor normal. An easy example is the Toeplitz operator U*+2U. This operator is also of interest because it is not a subnormal operator (see Theorem Proof. The sufficiency is clear. For the necessity, we first assume % is the function ex(z)-z. Suppose cp is not analytic, and T9 is subnormal.
Thus <p = <p(-n0)e_n<) +-\-<f>(0) + -■ ■ + <p(m0)em<) for some n0>° witn qj(-no)^0. Notice that the self commutator C9=T*I"-7'"T* is of finite rank. To see this, let /c0 = max{«0, w0}. So k0 is a positive integer. Clearly, ektp and ek<p are both analytic for all k^.k0. Hence || r'ej = || r,,ej for all k^.k0. Consequently the kernel of Cv contains the closed subspace spanned by {ek; /:_£"}. Therefore Cv has finite-dimensional range which is contained in the Är0"dimensional subspace [e0, ex, • • ■, ek x]. Now let A be a normal extension of Tv to a Hubert space K. With no loss of generality, we may assume that A=772©772. So A has an operator matrix of the form IT, A\ \0 BJ where A, Bare operators on 772 and 0 is the zero operator. By the normality of A, we have the following operator equations:
(i) CV = AA*,
(ii) T*A=AB*.
It follows from (i) that Cv and A have the same range. Thus A(H2)<[ e0, ex,---,ek _J. Hence A(H2) consists of analytic polynomials of degree at most k0-1. We claim that C^=0. For if this were not so, we could choose some nonzero element /in C ¡¡,(H2)=A(H2) of maximum degree, say /. Then F*/would be an analytic polynomial whose degree is «<,+/>/ and with leading coefficient equal to ($(-«0)) f(l)^0.
But from (ii), T*f is in A(H2), and F*/has degree «"+/>/• This contradicts the choice of /. Hence C,,=0, which means that Tv is normal. Now suppose that <p is a polynomial in an inner function % and its complex conjugate %, and that Tv is subnormal. Write <p='2.k=-n cLk%k for some positive integer «. Then F^=2^-o a*^t+2*-i a-*(^î)*-I* ¡s known that Tx is a pure isometry with some multiplicity (finite or infinite). (See [7, Chapter 7] .) So Tx is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of copies of the unilateral shift [5] . Namely 772 is a direct sum of closed subspaces Nx, H2=^X®NX, and each Nx is a reducing subspace of Tx. The restriction of Tx to Nx, TX\NX, is unitarily equivalent to the unilateral shift U on 772. Let Vx be the unitary operator mapping NX onto 772 such that Vx(Tx\Nx)Vt = U. Then we have VÁT«, | NX)V* = J *kUk + J «_*(t/*)*.
Since each Nx is a reducing subspace of Tv, the operator KA(F9|AA)Kj is subnormal for each X, and it is a Toeplitz operator on 772 defined by the trigonometric polynomial 2*=-« aLkzk-Applying what we have established about trigonometric polynomials, we can conclude that either the trigonometric polynomial 2L-« V* is analytic or VX(TV\NX)V\* is normal for all X. If 2t=-n afcz* is analytic, then <p=2JL_" xk%k is analytic. If ^¿(F^A^F* is normal for all X, then T0 is normal. This completes the proof. However, if T9 is quasinormal, we can show that cp must be a trigonometric polynomial. This is the main result of the following section. [1] for the definition and elementary facts about quasinormal operators. We first show that the scalar multiples of pure isometries exhaust all the quasinormal analytic Toeplitz operators.
Quasinormal Toeplitz operators. The reader is referred to Brown
Theorem 2. For a bounded analytic function cp, the Toeplitz operator Tv is quasinormal if and only if cp is a constant multiple of an inner function.
Proof.
The sufficiency is again trivial. Conversely, if T9 is quasinormal, then Tv commutes with T*TV. Since cp is analytic, we have r*r"=:rM2. So TM* commutes with T9. It follows that \tp\2 is analytic [2, Theorem 9] . Therefore \tp\ is a constant function c because |<p|2 is a real analytic function. Hence cp=c% and % is inner. The proof is complete.
We have seen in Remark 1 that, for almost coanalytic (bounded) functions tp, we have a relatively easy solution to Halmos' problem. However, for almost analytic tp, we shall show that quasinormality of Tv implies cp is a trigonometric polynomial. The proof seems to be somewhat nontrivial. Theorem 3. Let cp be a bounded almost analytic function. If the Toeplitz operator Tv is quasinormal, then either cp is a constant multiple of an inner function, or tp is a nonanalytic trigonometric polynomial, in which case Tv is normal.
Assume y is not analytic. Then there is some positive integer «0 such that q}(z)=zn'h(z) where « is analytic and «(0)?£0. It is well known that h=%F where % is inner and Fis outer2 [6] . Therefore Tv=U*noTxTF. First we show that F is an analytic polynomial of degree 2«0. T<P(H2)= U*n"Th(H2). So (Fv(772))_ = (i/*"»(FA772)-)-(the bar means closure this time). Since (Th(H2)) is the smallest invariant subspace of U containing «^we see that (Th(H2))~=%-H2 [6] . Therefore U**>(enx) is in (TV(H2) )~ for all «=0. In particular, e"ox is in (T^H2) Since WTKe^iX^WT^.ix)]], we have HP(^0-lf)ll < ll^-l^ll-Therefore e2n _XF is not analytic and F has degree at least as large as 2«0.
Consequently F is an analytic polynomial of degree 2«0. We are ready to prove that « is an analytic polynomial of degree at most 2«0.
Since TJlT^TlTJ,, we have U*n"(TJtTv)Un" = U*^T%T9T9)U^.
We see that L/*"»(^r*T^)[/no = U*no(U*n''Th)(T!iUno)(U*noTh)Un'> = U*2n°ThThThU*° = U*2n°ThTher>o = Te_in¡¡hThhen¡¡ and that U*n°(T%TJ9)Un° = Te_nJlhh.
The above computation is based on the multiplicative properties of Toeplitz operators [2, Theorem 9]. Now
The above equality holds if and only if either e_2n h is coanalytic or hhen is analytic [2, Theorem 8]. But hhen =FFen¡¡, and degree of F is 2«0. Therefore FFe"o cannot be analytic. So e_2nh is coanalytic. Therefore h is an analytic polynomial of degree at most 2«0. Consequently cp = e_nh is a trigonometric polynomial, and it is not analytic because A(0)?£0. Furthermore quasinormality implies subnormality [4, Problem 154] . Therefore by Theorem 1 we can conclude that Tv is normal. This completes the proof.
Remark 2. In the proof of the Theorem 3, we showed that cp=e_n¡¡h is a nonanalytic trigonometric polynomial of the form cp = cv(-n0)e_ni: + ■■■ + <p(m0)emo where 0gm0gn0, qj(-n0)=h(0)9i0, ^(m^^O. Since Tv is hyponormal, it follows from the inequality (iii) in §2 that m0=^0. Hence m0=n0. We rewrite cp=qj(-n0)e_"o + -■ -+ ^(0)+-• • + <p(n0)eno. The normality Tv, as we have already shown, follows from Theorem 1. However, we present here a different proof of this fact which does not depend on Theorem 1. The proof goes like this. T*TvT",e2nil_x = P(q>tptpe2nQ_x) -<p(-n0)2P(e_xy), TvT%T9ein<s_x = P(<pycpe2m_x) -(<p(n0))~<p(-n0)P(e_xtp).
The quasinormality of Tv implies that (*) <P(-no)2P(<pe_x) = (<f>(n0))~<p(-n0)P(tpe_x).
Comparing the Fourier coefficients on both sides of (*), we have <P(-n0)(<P(-k)j~ = (<P(no)J~<P(k) for k = 1, 2, • • • , n0.
Let a be such that <p (-n0)=ot.(<p(n0) ) . Then |a| = l. It follows that (f>(-k) = u.(cp(k)) for k=l, 2, • • • , «0. Therefore T^ is normal. It is known that the unilateral shift U is unitarily equivalent to the analytic Toeplitz operator TB defined by the inner function B(z) = (z-x)l(l -äz) where |a|<l [7, Chapter 7] . This fact leads immediately to the following corollary to Theorem 3.
Corollary.
Let <p be a bounded function of the form Bn"h for some positive integer «0, where B(z)=(z-a)/(l-ôlz) with |a|<l, and h is analytic. If the Toeplitz operator T, is quasinormal, then either cp is a constant multiple of an inner function or Tv is normal.
Proof.
Let V be the unitary operator on 772 such that V*TBV=U. Then V*TvV=U*n"(V*ThV). On the other hand U(V*ThV)=V*TBThV= V*ThTBV=(V*ThV)U. Since V*ThV commutes with U, it is an analytic Toeplitz operator [2] . Thus V*TvV=U*r">Th where hx is the analytic function such that Thi = V*ThV. It follows from Theorem 3 that V*TVV is either analytic or normal. If it is normal, so is T9. If V*TtpV is an analytic Toeplitz operator, then U(V*T(pV)=(V*TipV)U. Hence V*(TBTV)V = V*(TJB)V.
Consequently, TBT(/,= Tq>TB. But TB is analytic, so T, must be analytic. This follows from the commutativity property of Toeplitz operators [2, Theorem 9]. Hence cp is analytic and Tv is quasinormal. We conclude that q> is a constant multiple of an inner function by Theorem 2. This completes the proof.
Remark 3. We note that for functions of the form Bh, where « is analytic and F is a Blaschke product (not of a single factor), the argument that proved the corollary does not go through. However if the function cp is of the form g F where g is analytic and F is outer, then one can easily see that the Toeplitz operator T9 has dense range. Hence quasinormality of Tv implies normality of T9.
Remark 4. Before closing this paper, we would like to make a few remarks on hyponormal Toeplitz operators. The Toeplitz operator aU*'">+bUn'> with 0<|a|<|Z»| and n0>0 is seen to be a hyponormal Toeplitz operator. It follows from Theorem 1 that this operator is not subnormal, hence not normal. The nonnormality of this operator can also be easily seen from the fact that \a\ ^ \b\. In general, let <p be a trigonometric polynomial of the form <p=^kL-n <f(k)ek where «0>0 and |^(«0)| = \$(-n0)\^0. Then hyponormality ofT, implies normality ofTv. The proof goes like this. The self-commutator C^=F*FV-FVF* has range contained in the finite dimensional subspace spanned by e0, ex, • • • , en¡¡_x. The i-jth entry of the matrix of Cv (with respect to the usual basis ek; rc_0) is given by «4.Í = 2 ($(-' + V))~4i-Í + V) -2 "rX' -■»)($(! -v))~- 
